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Abstract. This paper describes the ICIP participation in TREC 2020
Deep Learning Track. We apply BERT [1] to the re-ranking subtask of
the document ranking task, with an adoption of the passage-level BERT
re-ranker [2]. We utilize both the passage and document ranking dataset
for model training, and the noisy training samples in generated document training set will be filtered, to guarantee and boost the ranking
effectiveness. Additionally, we also distill smaller BERT models, on top
of the recent knowledge distillation (KD) method on BERT, called Simplified TinyBERT [3], to investigate the influence of KD on the document
ranking task.
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Introduction

The ICIP participation in the TREC 2020 Deep Learning track aims to study
how to learn neural IR models out of the large-scale training data, and how
to improve the effectiveness of BERT-based ranking models, and additionally
how to distill the large and expensive BERT-based ranking model to the small,
efficient and effective one. In our experiments, we only focus on the re-ranking
subtask of the document ranking task.
Recently, contextual pre-trained language model, like BERT [1], has advanced
the state-of-the-art results on several ranking tasks [2, 4–7]. Besides, the Knowledge Distillation (KD) technique [8] has been applied to compress BERT model
for fast inference while maintaining the comparable performance on multiple
NLP tasks [3, 9–14]. Therefore, we utilize BERT model as the document reranker to score and re-rank the candidate documents, and meanwhile apply the
KD method to the BERT re-ranker, to investigate the effectiveness of distilled
BERT models on the document ranking task.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a detailed introduction to the approach used in our experiments. Section 3 presents the experimental settings, models and ranking results. Finally, Section 4 concludes our
experiments.
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Method

In this section, we give a detailed introduction to our approach for the document
re-ranking subtask.
2.1

Document Split and Passage Filter

Due to the maximum sequence length limitation of BERT, all documents are split
into up to 30 overlapping passages (150 whole words and 75 overlapping words),
and the title is added to the beginning of every passage if it is available. Simply,
for the training set, the passages from a relevant document can be considered
as relevant, and the passages from a irrelevant document as irrelevant [2]. But
this simple process may produce a number of noisy training examples, which
will negatively affect training a robust model.
Different from this simple process in previous work [2, 15], we add a passage
filter step to clean the training samples generated by the document split step,
as the document is labeled relevant if it contains a relevant passage (paragraph
or chunk) in the MS MARCO document dataset. In the passage filter step, we
use a passage-level BERT re-ranker to filter out the irrelevant passages split
from relevant documents for a query. More specifically, we only preserve the
top-ranked passages in a relevant document according the relevance scores of
passages given by a BERT ranker fine-tuned on passage ranking dataset. But
note that we still preserve all overlapping passages for the validation and test
set, to really judge the relevance of a query-document pair.
2.2

Passage-level BERT Re-ranker

For the passage-level BERT re-ranker [2], we adopt the BERT-Large model (bertlarge-uncased, 24 layers), which also behaves as the teacher model in the KD
training procedure where its ranking knowledge will be distilled to the smaller
BERT model (12 layers). The passage text could be truncated such that the
concatenation of query, passage, and separator tokens has the maximum length of
256 tokens. The input format of BERT re-ranker is [CLS] [query] [SEP] [passage]
[SEP], and the final pooled hidden vector of the [CLS] token is fed into a single
layer feed-forward network to obtain the probability (score) of the passage being
relevant. We adopt the same settings in [4] to fine-tune BERT model to the
document re-ranking task.
The BERT re-ranker predicts the relevance of each passage with a query
independently. After that, we generate the score of a document according to the
scores of its split passages, namely, the max score of the passages (MaxP) or the
average score of the top-K passages (K-Max-AvgP). Eventually, all candidate
documents are re-ranked by the document scores received. In our experiments,
K is set as 2, and we demonstrate the better effectiveness of the 2-Max-AvgP
compared to MaxP.
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Knowledge Distillation on BERT

Due to the expensive computation cost of BERT during inference, some knowledge distillation methods on BERT have been proposed, such as DistilBERT [10],
BERT-PKD [11], TinyBERT [9], MobileBERT [12] and MiniLM [14], to distill
a large BERT model (teacher) into a smaller BERT model (student), which not
only has a faster inference speed but also maintains the comparable performance.
In our experiments, we adopt the Simplified TinyBERT method [3] to distill smaller BERT re-ranker. Simplified TinyBERT simultaneously distills the
representation of embedding and hidden states, the attention behavior and the
probability output (soft label) of the teacher BERT model, and also adds hard
label (supervision signals from the training examples) to further boost the document ranking performance of smaller BERT models. We refer the readers to
the paper [3] for further details of the KD procedure of Simplified TinyBERT.
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Experiments

In this section, the implementation details of our experiments are described,
followed by the ranking performance of our models.
3.1

Experimental Setup

The document corpus contains about 3.2 million documents, 367,013 training
queries, 5,193 validation queries, and 200 queries for test. We use the official top100 result file of queries to generate train triples, validation and test pairs. For
the passage corpus, we choose the Train Triples Small as the training samples,
and there is no need to apply the split and filter step here.
In generating the training triples, for a query, after splitting the top-100 documents, we sample a negative passage in the passage pool of irrelevant documents
for every passage in the relevant document. Based on this preliminary training
triples (query, positive passage, negative passage, about 4,343k), we utilize a
passage filter (BERT-Large model released in [4]) to remove the training triples
which contains a fake positive passage, and only retain the training triples
which contains the five top-ranked positive passages. Eventually, the total training data contains about 1,646k training triples for model fine-tuning
and distillation. But for query-passage pairs in validation and evaluation sets,
we preserve all passages of a document, in order to guarantee getting the real
performance of the BERT re-ranker.
We carry out our experiments on three TITAN RTX 24G GPUs with Mixed
Precision Training [16]. We use Adam optimizer with a weight decay of 0.01
with a learning rate 1e-06 for fine-tuning and a learning rate 5e-05 for distillation.
Models are fine-tuned and distilled with batch size of 32 and 64, respectively. The
model with the best MRR@10 metric on validation set is chosen, and evaluated
on test sets.
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Table 1. The summary of models. Aggregation refers the way to get the score of a
document according to the scores of its split passages during inference, MaxP means
the max score of passages and 2-Max-AvgP means the average score of the top-2 ranked
passages.
Model ID
Model (Config)
Training Dataset
Distillation
Aggregation
1
MaxP
BERT Large (L24 H1024 A16)
Passage
2
2-Max-AvgP
3
MaxP
BERT Large (L24 H1024 A16) Passage & Document
4
2-Max-AvgP
5
One Step
BERT Distilled (L12 H1024 A16)
Document
MaxP
6
One Step + Hard Label

Table 2. Evaluation results on TREC 2019 & 2020 DL test queries in document reranking subtask, which contains 43 and 45 queries, respectively. Statistical significance
at p-value < 0.05 is marked with Model ID for comparisons to each model.
TREC 2019 DL Test
MRR NDCG@10 MAP
1
0.92252
0.67932
0.28776
1
1
2 (ICIP run3) 0.9729
0.7086
0.29074,6
3 (ICIP run1) 0.9554
0.6886
0.2815
0.9496
0.6857
0.27522
4
5 (ICIP run2) 0.9535
0.6823
0.2785
0.9477
0.6871
0.27341,2
6
Model ID

3.2

TREC 2020 DL Test
MRR NDCG@10 MAP
0.9444
0.6440
0.42742
0.9667
0.6528
0.43601,5,6
5,6
0.9630 0.6623
0.4333
0.9667 0.66855,6 0.43895,6
0.9407 0.63223,4
0.42062,4
3,4
0.9333 0.6353
0.41922,4

Models and Results

The details of different models are summarized in Table 1, which contains the
models that produced our three submitted runs. Model 1 is the BERT-Large
model fine-tuned on passage ranking dataset (Train Triples Small), adopting
MaxP aggregation way to get the score of a document from the scores of its
split passages. Model 2 is the same as Model 1, but it adopts 2-Max-AvgP
aggregation way, and also produces our submission ICIP run3. Model 3 and
Model 4 are first fine-tuned on passage ranking dataset, then fine-tuned on
document ranking dataset (training triples generated as in Section 2.1), adopting MaxP and 2-Max-AvgP aggregation way, respectively. Model 5 and Model
6 are 12-layer models distilled from the BERT-Large model (Model 3 or Model
4) in the Simplified TinyBERT distillation setting on document ranking dataset,
adopting MaxP aggregation way. Model 3 and Model 5 produce our submission ICIP run1 and ICIP run2, respectively.
The evaluation results of our models for document re-ranking are shown in
Table 2. For a more comprehensive comparison, we present the evaluation results
on both TREC 2019 and 2020 DL Test set. The best values are highlighted in
boldface and statistical significance for paired two-tailed t-test is reported. From
the results above, we find that Model 2 outperforms other models on TREC
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DL 2019 Test set, and meanwhile Model 4 behaves better than other models
on TREC DL 2020 Test set.
There is a lit difference on the effectiveness of 2-Max-AvgP aggregation way
on TREC 2019 and 2020 DL Test set, compared to MaxP aggregation way.
From Table 2, on TREC 2019 DL Test set, we can see that Model 2 significantly outperforms Model 1 in terms of MRR and NDCG@10, but 2-Max-AvgP
aggregation way fails to improve Model 4; meanwhile, 2-Max-AvgP aggregation way behaves better than MaxP aggregation way on TREC 2020 DL Test
set (Model 1 vs. Model 2, and Model 3 vs. Model 4). There is still a bit
large of margin on the ranking performance between distilled models (Model 5
and Model 6) and the teacher model (Model 3) on TREC 2020 DL Test set.
The two distilled models (Model 5 and Model 6) behave similarly, and adding
hard label could boost the NDCG@10 metric on both test sets.
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Conclusions

In this paper, we describe the system based on BERT model for the document
re-ranking subtask in TREC 2020 Deep Learning track. In the passage-level
BERT ranker setting, the BERT ranker fine-tuned on passage ranking dataset
can be transferred to the document ranking task effectively. The superiority of
K-Max-AvgP aggregation way seems to be related to the model settings and
test data, compared to the MaxP aggregation way. Distilled BERT models do
not behave as well as in [3], may mainly because of the different setting of the
teacher model. We plan to investigate these issues in future research.
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